Discrimination and scaling of velocity of stimulus motion across the skin.
The capacity of human subjects to discriminate and to scale the velocity of tactile brushing stimuli was assessed. Signal detection and classical psychophysical techniques were employed to estimate the Weber fraction over a wide range of velocities (from 1.5 to 140 cm/sec). In addition, free magnitude estimates of (1) the velocity and (2) the duration of moving tactile stimuli were obtained. It was found that human capacity to discriminate stimuli delivered to a 4 to 6-cm chord of skin on the dorsal forearm and differing in velocity remains grossly constant over the range of velocities tested and is relatively poor (i.e., the Weber fraction = 0.2-0.25). A simple power function (exponent = 0.6) satisfactorily describes the psychophysical relation (1) between the perceived and actual velocity and (2) between the perceived and actual duration of these stimuli. Since a direct proportionality between the reciprocal of a subject's estimate of duration and his or her estimate of velocity was observed, it is suggested that these two sensory attributes may reflect the operation of a neural mechanism sensitive to the duration of stimulation. Moreover, the data are inconsistent with the hypothesis that the subjects computed estimates of mean velocity from the ratio of perceived distance to perceived duration.